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ABSTRACT: Iran as a country has many potential environmental broad ground (basis)
for increasing and improving tourism's activities. These tourism's attractions and
grounds are including of 2 parts: One is natural attractions and the other is historical
attractions that are so various and diverse. The special natural and morphological
conditions of villages, absence of uniformity, the various and unique humanity
characteristics are the important factors of tourist's attractions. Furthermore the life
style, foods, dress, customs, feasts, mornings, architectures, spaces and settlements,
brick and muddy cottages and the stone and wooden ones, summerhouses,
temporary canopies, farms, and gardens and mosques and shrines and also various
handicrafts, moreover, dairy and farm products, streams, aqueducts, all are the
characteristics of rural environment that many people want to visit there. Siyahkal
city and Deylaman part with a lot of abilities and properties is the most greatest
tourism industry and assets of iran, for this reason, have the specific cognitive value
to develop and extend tourism industry. In this thesis we try to show the tourist
attractions of this regions and try to apply the natureoriented architecture and
design tourism's complex, eco tourism with the maximum use of regional building,
climate design of complex according to the tourist's and visitor's needs and also
designed to response to the all segments of society. All references and informations
is collected library and by environmental research to recognize region capabilities
and hereby to protect the views and cultural heritage resources. We want to prepare
this region to attract more and more domestic and foreign tourists.
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